Application of the advanced system for implant stability testing (ASIST) to natural teeth for noninvasive evaluation of the tooth root interface.
In this paper we present the development of the Advanced System for Implant Stability Testing (ASIST) for application to natural teeth. The ASIST uses an impact measurement combined with an analytical model of the system and surrounding support to provide a measure of the interface stiffness. In this study, an analytical model is developed for a single-rooted natural tooth allowing the ASIST to estimate the stiffness characteristics of the periodontal ligament (PDL). The geometry and inertia parameters of the tooth model are presented in two ways: (1) using full CT scans of the individual tooth and (2) using an approximate geometry model with estimates of only the tooth length and diameter. The developed system is evaluated with clinical data for patients undergoing orthodontic treatment. This study shows that ASIST technique can be applied to natural teeth to estimate the stiffness characteristics of the PDL. The developed system can provide a valuable clinical tool for assessment of tooth stability properties and PDL stiffness in a variety of clinical situations such as dental trauma, orthodontics, and periodontology.